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Vehicle-to-X communication (V2X)
Traffic participants exchange
information as V2X messages
Real time, simultaneously, and location
based

Goal: Understand “traffic scenes”
in a complex and fast changing
environment
V2X Overview [ETSI2010]
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LDM is a integration platform for V2X messages with GIS maps
[Safespot2010]
Has four layers of information:
Highly dynamic (e.g., sensing)
Temporary regional (e.g., weather,
signal phases)
Transient static (e.g., topology)
Static (e.g., GIS maps)

A good foundation to analyze traffic scenes!
Represented by a spatial-stream database for V2X messages,
where a C-ITS domain ontology is build on top [Netten2013]
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→ Analyze traffic scenes for safety applications
Example 1: Detect red-light violation by vehicles (buses and cars)
that speed above 30km/h and are on lanes, which turn red in 4s
q(x, y ) :

LaneIn(x) ∧ hasLocation(x, u) ∧ intersects(u, v ) ∧ pos(line, 4s) (y , v )
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Example - Detect Red-light Violations

Want to pose queries on top of the LDM for event detection
→ Analyze traffic scenes for safety applications
Example 1: Detect red-light violation by vehicles (buses and cars)
that speed above 30km/h and are on lanes, which turn red in 4s
q(x, y ) :

LaneIn(x) ∧ hasLocation(x, u) ∧ intersects(u, v ) ∧ pos(line, 4s) (y , v )
∧ Vehicle(y ) ∧ speed(avg , 4s) (y , r ) ∧ (r > 30) ∧ isManaged(x, z)
∧ SignalGroup(z) ∧ hasState(first, −4s) (z, Stop)

Different dimensions need to be combined:
Ontology → unfold regarding the TBox
Spatial → dereference and evaluate spatial relations
Stream → aggregate functions on windows over streams
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Example 2: Timeline T = [0, 10] with two streams:
Stream of vehicles F1 = (T, v , 1):
v (0) = {speed(c1 , 30), pos(c1 , (5, 5)), speed(b1 , 10), pos(b1 , (1, 1))},
v (1) = {speed(c1 , 29), pos(c1 , (6, 5)), speed(b1 , 5), pos(b1 , (2, 1))}
v (2) = {speed(c1 , 34), pos(c1 , (7, 5))}
Stream of signal phases F2 = (T, v , 3):
v (0) = {hasState(t1 , Green)}, v (3) = {hasState(t1 , Red)}, v (6) =
{hasState(t1 , Green)}
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(streamF C ), (streamF R)
Connection to stream definitions,
e.g., (streamF1 (loc pos)) and (streamF2 hasState)

Semantics for spatial extension: Given in [Eiter2013]
Semantics for streaming: Interpret the stream over the full T,
point-based model
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We have our three types of atoms:
QOi (x, y): QOi is a concept/role atom, unfold regarding T
QSj (x, y): QSj is a spatial relation or a localization
QFk (x, y): QFk is a stream atom

A closer look at stream atoms QFk :
QFk (agr , L): aggregate of last/next L time units (relative to query time)
QFk (agr , O): aggregate of all previous L time units
QFk (agr , L, T ): tuples that are between L and T (historic)

Aggregate function agr can be:
Numerical: count, min, max, sum, avg
Order: first, last
Spatial: point, line, angle, tree, area
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Certain answers semantics → Intersection of answers over all possible
models of the KB → Empty models
Evaluation on an RDBMS (detect red-light violations below 1s):
LOGSPACE data complexity

Solution:
Staging (in-memory): (1) Stream detemporalization, (2) Standard
rewriting, (3) Spatial evaluation
→ Hypertree decomposition [Maier1983]
Stream Aggregation by detemporalizing the stream atoms
→ Epistemic Aggregate Queries (EAQ) [Calvanese2008]
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Two semantics for data items validity!
Detemporalize stream atoms:

(1) Create windowed
S ABoxes:
Ak = A ∪ {Ai | ws ≤ i ≤ we }, ws resp. we is from L and Ti
(2) Drop temporal order in Ak → Bags (multisets) of data items → Grouping
of bags
(3) Eval aggregate functions on bags

Algorithm
EAQ definition of an EAQ [Calvanese2008]:
qφ (x, agr (y )) : K x, y , z. φ LT

x: grouping, y : aggregate, z: existentially quantified variables
query atom(s) φ with window operator LT and aggregate functions agr
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Idea: Close the query → Only known individuals are grouped and
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(l1 , 0)
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2-layered evaluation:
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Separation into different sub-queries that are “same-scoped”
Decomposition based on hypergraphs to get sub-queries
[Maier1983] → Only acyclic CQ
Example 4 (first part of Ex. 1):
q(x, y ) :

LaneIn(x) ∧ hasLocation(x, u) ∧ intersects(u, v )∧
pos(line, 4s) (y , v ) ∧ Vehicle(y )

Hypergraph and evaluation order:
hasLoc
x

v

intersects

(2) qN1 (x, u) : LaneIn(x) ∧ hasLocation(x, u)

pos
LaneIn
V ehicle

(1) qF 1 (y , v ) : Vehicle(y ) ∧ pos(line, 4s) (y , v )

u

y

(3) q(x, y ) :
qF 1 (y , v ) ∧ intersects(u, v ) ∧ qN1 (x, u)
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Implementation:
Hypergraph decomposition and in-memory staging

Technology:
Prototype in Java 1.8
Query rewriting (PerfectRef ) using Owlgres 0.1 [Stocker2008]
Spatial-stream RDBMS is PipelineDB
Spatial relations are evaluated in-line using JTS Topology Suite

Experimental Setup:
(a) T-shaped intersection using a synthetic stream generator
(b) Nine intersection in a grid using the traffic simulation tool PTV Vissim

Experimental Results
Benchmark queries (windows size in seconds):
Car(x), speed(x, y)[avg, 10], vehicleMaker(x, z), y > 30
LaneIn(x), hasSignal(x, y), SignalGroup(y), signalState(y, z)[last, 15], z = ”R”
Vehicle(x), pos(x, y)[line, 10], inside(y, u), hasGeo(v, u), LaneIn(v)
Vehicle(x), pos(x, w)[line, 30], intersects(w, z), pos(y, z)[line, 30], Car(y)
Vehicle(x), speed(x, z)[avg, 15], pos(x, y)[line angle, 15], z > 30, y > −10, y < 10
Taken from Ex. 1
LaneIn(x), isPartof(x, u), Intersection(u), u = ”I1”, hasSignal(x, y), SignalGroup(y), signalState(y, r)[last, 15], r = ”R”,
connect(x, q), connect(q, v), Lane(v), hasSignal(v, z), SignalGroup(z), signalState(z, s)[last, 15], s = ”R”
q8 (x, y) : Vehicle(x), pos(x, y)[line, 20], intersects(y, u), LaneIn(r), hasGeo(r, u), intersects(y, v), LaneIn(s), hasGeo(s, v),
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q9 (x, q, r, s, t, u) : Vehicle(x), speed(x, q)[avg, 1], speed(x, r)[avg, 5], speed(x, s)[avg, 10], speed(x, t)[avg, 25], speed(x, u)[avg, 50]
q1 (x, y, z) :
q2 (x, y) :
q3 (x, v) :
q4 (x, y) :
q5 (x, y) :
q6 (x, y) :
q7 (x, z) :

Macbook Pro, Intel Core i7 2.66GHz, 8GB of RAM, and a 500GB HDD
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Results (t in secs) for scenario (a) and (b)
Type
q1
q2
q3
q4
q5
q6

O, F
O, F ∗
O, S, F
O, S, F
O, S, F
O, S, F

q7 O, F ∗
q8 O, S
q9 O, F

#Q #A
1
1
3
3
3
7

1
6
23
22
42
52

6 69
9 73
9 105

(a) t with #vehicles
10 100 500 1000 2500
0.85
0.83
0.89
1.10
1.11
1.39

5000

(b) t with ms sim. delay
0 100 250 500

0.82
0.83
0.87
1.09
1.10
1.39

0.91
0.83
1.00
1.24
1.26
1.49

1.05
0.83
1.25
1.53
1.39
1.69

1.22
0.83
1.39
1.81
1.90
2.36

1.58
0.83
1.74
2.32
1.92
2.28

0.78
0.77
0.83
1.02
1.05
1.40

0.74
0.77
0.81
1.00
1.00
1.28

0.73
0.72
0.77
0.95
0.98
1.26

0.71
0.71
0.75
0.93
0.96
1.25

1.16 1.16
0.92 0.94
1.67 1.73

1.16
1.30
1.99

1.16
1.43
2.06

1.16
1.72
2.49

1.16
2.19
2.97

1.15
0.99
1.71

1.12
0.98
1.68

1.11
0.92
1.66

1.09
0.91
1.63
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Conclusion
Allow QA for streamed mobility data with a spatial context →
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Future work on the technical side:
Complexity results → Data complexity should be LOGSPACE
Bag semantics inconsistencies in larger windows → Repairs
Aggregate functions → Define more and provide correctness
Lift to SPARQL and more spatial relations (e.g., RCC8)

Future work on the practical side:
Pull-based queries → Guarantee completeness
Optimizations → Improved caching and “better” query rewriting
Evaluation in other domains such as robotics or spatial analytics
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Semantics of DL-LiteA (S,F)
Semantics for spatial extension: given in [Eiter2013]
Semantics for streaming: Interpret the stream over the full T,
point-based model
We define as a sequence
IF =(Ii )Tmin ≤i≤Tmax of interpretations Ii = ∆I , ·Ii
Then IF is a model of KSF , such that
IF |= KSF iff Ii |= SF i and Ii |= A, and Ii |= T , for all i ∈ T.
The stream axioms (streamF C ) and (streamF R) are interpreted
along the same line:
T
(streamF C )I = Ti∈T ({e ∈ ∆I | e ∈ C Ii })
(streamF R)I = i∈T ({(a1 , a2 ) | (a1 , a2 ) ∈ R Ii })
Only for satisfiability of the KB, no QA yet!

